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0. Introduction 
The groups considered in this paper are either discrete (i.e., abstract groups), or 
pro&groups, where C is 3 class of finite groups closed under the formation of sub- 
groups, group extensions and homomorphic images. The purpose of this paper is to 
characterize, using cahomological conditions, when 3 group G is the amalgamated 
product (in particular, the free product) of some of its subgroups. In [ 121, one 
such 3 characterization isgiven for discrete groups under somewhat restricted, con- 
ditions. In Theorem I. 1 we improve this result by giving necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a discrete grou? to be the am;..lgamated product of some of its sub- 
groups. A similar result is obtained in Section 2 for pro-C-groups, where we assume 
that the groups in C are (in addition) solvable. In [ 10, Theorem 4.31, Neukirch 
characterizes cohomologically when 3 pro-p-group is the restricted free pro-p-pfod- 
uct of some of its subgroups. In Section 3 we extend this result to pro-C-groups 
where the groups in C are (in addition) soivable. 
I am indebted to D. Cildenhuys for very useful conversations and especiallly for* 
shortening my proof of iLemma 2.1, and to E. Globig for pointing out 3 mistake in 
a previous version of this paper. 
1. Amalgamated products of discrete groups 
If N C G are abstract groups and A a G-module, we write 
X(G,H,A)= Cf:G+A If(xu)=xfCv)+f(x),flH=O} 
for the crossed homomorphisms of G into A vanishing on H The relative cohomo- 
logy groups H”(G, H, A), 111 > 1, are defined to be the right derived functors o 
X(GJf,A)(cf. [1, 16, 121). In particular,HI(G,H,A)=X(G,H,A). 
)let Hi, i E I, be abstract groups with common subgroup L, and let H= si E [(Hi; L) 
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denote the amalgamated product of the Hi’s over L (cf., e.g., (5, p. 3 12)). If A is a 
H-module, one has that the canonical mapping 
given by restriction is an isomorphism for n ? I (this is essentialty proved in [ 12)). 
In fact we also have the converse. 
p” : H”(G, L, A) -+ i--i H”(H,,L, A) 
iEl 
Remark 1.2. The condition in (2) is clearly satisfied if p1 is an isomorphism for 
every G-module A. 
bmf. Rx implicatiun (1) r+ (2) has already been mentioned. Assume that the con- 
ditions in (2) hold. Let M = + iE,(Hi; L), and consider the canonical mapping 
+Q : H --+ G defined so that q W” = identity. We shaII show that 9 is l-1 and onto. 
First we prove ontoness. For this it sufkes to see that if T is the subgroup of G 
generated by the Hi’s, then T = G. Assume T f: G, and let A = W(C)/ W(T), where 
WC) (respectively W(T)) is the left ideaI of ZG (the integral group ring) generated 
by (x -- f 1 x E G ) (res&ct ively {x - 1 I x E T}). Consider the crossed homomor- 
phismf:G-*A~venbyf(x)=(x-l)+~T).~eariyffOandp~,f)=0,con- 
tradicting the hypothesis that p1 is a monomorphism. Hence MT) = W(G) and so 
T= C (cf. f6, p. 153)). To prove that 9 is l-1, we shalt show that K = Ker(g) = 1. 
Fcx any H-module A we have the five-term exact sequence of Hochschild-Serre 
0 +Hl(G. AK) -+ H1(H, A) + N’(K. Ap -* H”(G, AK) -+ H*(H, A’) 
(cf. [8, pa 3541). Assume now that A is a G-module, i.e., an H-module on which K 
operates trivially. Then we have 
~~W’(C,A~j-*H1~H,A)-*H’(K,~4)H~H2(G,A)~H2(H,A). 
Pjmv t fix this G-module A, consider the dkgram 
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where the tows are the exact sequences corresponding to the pairs (G, t) and 
(H, L) (CC [ 121) and where the vertical maps are induced by the morphism of pairs 
dciked above (cf. [ 12, p. 231 I)_ One easily checks the commutativity of this dia- 
gram (for instance, use the definitions of all the maps involved by means of cochains). 
From the commutativity of the diagram 




-- n hl”(H,,L,A) 1 
,/qi 
H*(H, L, A) 
the fact that P, )a > f , is an isomorphism, and the hypothesis of the theorem, one 
deduces that 9” is an isomorphism for every n > I. Hence by the five lemma [9, 
p. 351 we get that 9 i : H*(G, A) --+ W’(H, A) is an epimorphism, and q2 : H*(C, A) + 
+ H1(H, A) is an epimorphism, and p2 : H*(G, A) + HqH, A) a monomorphism. 
Therefore from the above five-term exact sequence we get Nt (K, A’)II = 0, for every 
H-module A with triu-iali K-action. Since A’ acts trivially on A, we have Hl(K, A) = 
= Hom(K, A). On the other hand, the action of H on H’(K, A) is given by 
f O(k) = of (tri k a), k E K, f E H1(K, A) (cf. [S, p. 3511). Ixt K’ = [K, K) be the 
derived group K, and Iet A = KfK’. Consider A as an H-module by means of the action 
(kK’p =uko- 1 K’. Clearly K operates trivially on A. kt f : A’ + A = K/K’ be the 
canonical homomorphism. I[f u E Al and k E K, we have L 
fQ(k) =f(o”’ k ,)u = (o--’ k ip K’)” = CI ,-’ k u o--! K’ = kK’ = f(k). 
Hence f E Ham(K, A)! Sof = 0. But this is not possible unless K = 1, since K is a 
free group being a normal subgroup of an amalgamated product missing the factors 
(cf. [ll,p.54O]).Cl 
CCN&~ t .3.&t G be 4 group and IYip i E I, SU~~~C,JU~S of G. ht X(G, A) =X((Z 1 ,A). 
r)te following cmuiitions ate then equivalunt : 
(1) G = q&z&$. 
(2) The canonical homomorphism p : X(G, A) 3 X(Iiip A) is an ~somor@sm for 
every Gmodule A. Cl 
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2. Amalgamated produce of pro-C-groups 
?hroughout he rest of the paper, C represents a class of finite groups closed 
under the formations of subgroups, homomorphic images and extensions. A pro- 
C-group is a projective limit of groups in C, i.e., a csmpact Hausdorff totally dis- 
connected topolo&a1 group G with G/U E C for every open normal subgroup U 
of G (cf. [ 15, I?]). For a prime number p let Zp denote the ring of p-adic integers. 
Put 
where S denotes the set of all 
pro=C-group C, define the complete group algebra 
primes dividing the order of some group in C. For a 
where CI runs through the open normal subgroups of G, and Z,[G/~ has the 
wtura.l topology of a free Zcmodule of finite rank. Then SlP G is a compact 
wudocotnpaet algebra (cf. [I&7)). Let Mod=(G) denote the category of (topotog- 
i&) discrete OQQ G-modules. One checks that the modules in Mode(C) are those 
G-modules A on which G operates continuously and such that every element of A 
has a finite order whose prime product decomposition i volves primes in S only. 
If H C G are pro-C$roups and A E Mod,(G), one can detine (cf. [4)) relative 
~sohomo~ogy groups H”(G, H, A), n > I, as the right derived functom of the con- 
tinuous crossed homomorphisms 
X(G, H, A) = {f : G + A I f continuous, f(xy) =x f(y) + f(x), flH 4) 
Lemna;a 2.1. Let G be c1 pmC$mup For a ctosed subgroup H of G, iet W(H) be the 
clcxed idad uf d.R G genemted by {x - 1 I x E H ), Then the function k/ is injec 
the. 
Wf. Assume first that G is finite. Then &I G = Zc (G]. Moreover, in this case 
MH) consists of all sums of the form 
C nigi(hi- I), 
i--l 
niEZp Greg, N = fhl, h2, l ew, $1; 
this follows from the fact that the set of these sums is compact, being the image of 
the cant inuous mapping 
(&JH X GH + z,[G] 
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given by 
It follows then that for G finite, W is injective (cf. 16, p. 153)). Assume now that 
G is any pro-C-group, and let H be a closed subgroup of C. Then for every open 
subgroup U of 6, the canonical mapping sQV G’ + 2, [G/U] induces an epimorphism 
Ib’l[N) -+ WI&W r”l 0’) (it is an epimorphism since W(II) = &$I EV(fljH 13 U) and 
each W(H/H n tit) is compact). Now if Itl and A* are two distinct closed subgroups of 
C;, there is some open normal subgroup U of G with H/H r\ Cf ;;fi &X f? U (as sub- 
groups of i;iU), and since C/U is finite, we get W(H/H n U) + W&K n U). There- 
fore W(H) + W(K). IJ 
proof. Let T be the closed subgroup of G generated by the Hi ‘s. Consider the closed 
left ideals k@(G) and l+lT) of 91f Q G generated by, (2~ *-- I I 3s E G? and {x - 1 1 x E T ), 
respectively. Put W(G, T) = W(G)/Cc’(T), and let 
be the mapping iven by f(x) = (x -‘- 1) + W(T). Clearly f is an element of 
X(C, T, W’(G, T)), and f ;f; 0 if WIG’) + W( r.1. Since W(G, T) is a pseudocompact 
04g G’-module, it is the projective fimit of discrete 4QP G-modules of kite length 
(cf. (2, p. 4431). Therefore if IV@, T) # 0, there is some continuous homomorphism 
g: hqG,T)+B 
into a discrete AU G-module B of finite length such that JI = g * f + 0. Let 
B=B, >B, I... 3B,,=O 
be a composition series, and i the largest number with \t(G) C Bi. Then B#$+I =A 
is simple, and the composition 
is non-zero. However, g(,q) = 0, and we have assumed thatp is a monomorphism. 
This contradiction implies byG) = k’(T), and using Lemma 2.1, G = T as desired. CI 
If ffd, i E II, are pro-G-groups with common closed subgroup L, we recall (of* f 14 1) 
that the pro-C-amalgamated product of the His over L, if it exists, is the push-out 
If of the Hts over Ir with monomorphic anonical mappings Hi + H. We denote it 
by lIi, [[Hi; L). Notice that if there is a proc-group containing the Ni”s as closed 
subgroups and t is identified witih a closed subgroup of &=$Q. then lJi&I’, t) 
exists. We identify then L and Hit i E I, with their respective canonical images in 
the amalgama ted product. 
- (1) G =*tijEI(Hj; L). 
(2) 7Re wmnical mapping 
P” : H"(G, L, A) + i-i H”(H*2 L, A) 
iG1 
derr~ric 2.4. Note that the conditions in (2) are satisfied if we assume that pl is an 
isomorphism for every discrete dP G-module A. 
kx#. The implication (1) * (2) can be found in [4]. Conversely, assume the con- 
ditions in (2). As we havlre already pointed out, H 4 iFl(Hi; t) exists. By lemma 
2.2, G is top&jgica&+ generated by the Hi’s. Therefore the continuous homomot- 
phism 9 : H + G induced by the identities Hi + Hi is an epimcrphisw Let K = Ker(q.4. 
The proof now proceeds along the lines of Theorem 1 .l . For a discr xe simple 
sQ@ G-module A, consider the commutative diagram 
H”(G, L, A) 
I ‘“----+._ P” 
El 
1 
--=-+w bn(Y., L, 4, 
_/----,c 
H”(H, L. A b 
where q* is induced by the map of pairs 9 : (H, L) -+ (G, L) (cf. 14)). Since $ 
(n 2 1) ia an isomorphism (cf. 14, Proposition 1 .i I), from our assumptions we 
deduce that q” is an isomorphism. Apply now the five L.emma [9, p. 351 to the 
commutative diagram 
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A’* +H’(G, L,A)-H’(G,A)-*H’(L,A)-*N*(G, L,A)+H’(G, A)+... 
I I , / 
i i 
I i ! 
; n 
js’ 
i $1 i 2 i 
i 1 
9 cp 2 
4 1 1 1 
AL +H’(H, L, A) +H’(H, A) -W*(L, A) -d&H, L, A) -*H*(!.f, A) -+ ..a 
where the rows are the exact sequences corresponding to the pairs (G, L) and (H, L), 
respectively (cf. [4, Proposition 1 .S] ). We then get that 9l : Hl(G, A) --+ HI(H. R) is 
an epimorphism, and 9 * : H”(G, A) --t t@(H, A) a monomorphism. Note that the 
action of A’ on *4 is triviaI. Therefore using the Hochschild-Serre five-term exact 
sequence associated with 9 : H -+ C (see [ 13, p. I VI), 
~~H’(G.R)-+N~(~,A)~~‘(K~A~-*~*(G,A)-,H*(H,A)~ 
we obtain Hi(K, AjH = 0, for every simple discrete G-module A. Suppose K # 1. 
Then there is a normd closed subgroup 0 of F? such that W is an open subgroup of 
A;” with K/U = T a finite non-trivial solvable group. Hence T/T’ # 1- Then UK’ = K 
is an open subgroup of A’ which is normal in W. Let V, K 2 V 3 K’, be an open sub- 
group of K maximal with respect o the property of being normal in H. IRf H act 
on the finite abelian group A = Kj P’ by (k CT = Q k u-l K Then A is a discrete 
simple &f H-module with trivial K-action. Now let fE H*(K, A) = Hom(K, A) be 
the canonical epimorphism K -+ K/V. If u f H, we have 
f*(k) = fIu-’ k oy = (u-1 k u V)” = 00-l k (J o-1 v= k t-” = f(k) . 
Hence f” = f. fur (3 E H. Therefore fE Ht(K, A) lj = 0, which is impossible since 
K # C/. Thus K = 1. Cl 
Ci~~liary 2.5. Assume thut in addition to QW standing h_ypothesis C is o class of 
~~l~lble gmups. Let G be Q pro-C-group, Hi, i E I, closed subgroups uf G, and let 
EI iE1 Hi denote the free ~IVPC-JWO&~~ of the &RIU~S Hi indexed by the discrete 
w I (& [ 3 I). rPretl the f~~kwing are equivttlent :
(I’)C=IIi~~Hi. 
(2) 77~ c&nical homomorphisms 
p1 : X(G, A) -+ rl X(Hi, A), 
iE’l 
pn: H”(G;A)-*H”(Hi,A), n>2, 
are isomorphisms for every simple srf? G-module A. CJ 
Remark 2.6. Note that the conditions in (2) are satisfied if pi is an isomorphism for 
all 9411 G-modules A. 
Let C be a class of finite groups closed under the formation of subgroups. homo- 
morphic images and extensions, and such that for 1 # C E C, CC, C) # C’. Let S be 
the set of prime numbers dividing t.he order of some group in C. Then the class C 
can be characterized as the cl ass of aI solvable groups whose orders involve only 
primes in S. These are precisely the classes C for which the proof of the above theo- 
rem is v&d. For instance, the theorem is valid for pro-p-groups (if S = b}), and for 
prosolvable groups (if S = all primes). 
3. Restricted free products 
bt H and Hi, i E 1, be pro-C-groups, and let vi : Hi + H be continuous homomor- 
phisms converging to 1 (Le., every open suhgroup of N contains all but a fmite num- 
ber of groups Q&H& i E I). In the terminology of 131, H is the restricted free proC_ 
product of Hi’s if whenever \Li : Hi +tf, i E I, are continuous homomorphisms into 
a pro-C-group IV converging to 1, there is a unique continuous homomorphism 
?t : H + iv with 4f )v”i = *i,iEI. We writeN= lli&fi. 
if H = Us,, l$ and A is any Pelt H-module, then every continuous crossed homo- 
morphism f : W -+ A vanishes on all but a finite number of the Hj’s. sincef “J(0) is 
an open subgroup of N and hence contains almost all of the Hi’s Writing X(H, A ) 
instead of NH, 1, A), this shows that the map 
given by restriction, is in fact into lligI X(0,, A) (the direct sum). Since ff”(H, A), 
n I-. A_, > $ are the right derived functors of X(?f, A) (cf. [41), the map r1 extends to 
P : HyH, A) I* I-1 N”(Hi. .4), $0 - - l 
ied 
In [ 10, Theorem 4.?), Neukirch (who introduces in this paper 0:; concept of 
restricted product but uses a shghtiy different terminology) proves that the maps 
r? rr ?” I s arc isomorphisms, and he characterizes, using these maps when a pro-p_ 
group is rhe restricted free pro-pproduct of subgroups converging to 1 (see ilO, 
The&em 4.31). Here we obtain a similar result for other classes of proC-groups 
(in particular prosolvable) answering in part a question of Neukirch. 
T)reorem 3.1. Let C be a class of finite groups which, in addition to our standing 
h>Tputh&s, c’onsists of solvable groups. Let G be a pt&-gtuup and Hi, i E I, closed 
subgroups of G converging to i (every open subgtoup of G contains almost all the 
Hi’s ). 77len the fu&wing are equivalent: 
(l)G= iIF in I Hi (test&ted ftee ptM’*prOduct) 
(2) PXlhe omomqhisms given by restriction, 
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pi : ,y(G, A) --) I1 Xr~i, i4), 
iEI 
p”:H”(G,A)-+ l__/Hn(Hi,A), n>2, 
&I 
me isumorphisms for every discrete simple S@ G-module A. D 
Remark 3.2. The conditions in (2) are satisfied if we simply assume that pl is an 
isomorphism for every discrete SBQ G-module A. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 can be obtained by mimicking (with obvious modifica- 
tions) the proofs of Lzemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, and we therefore omit it. 
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